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FORT ]ETIRICK THESAURUS PROJECT

INTRODUCTION

This informal report presents a stummary of the technical progress for
the month of November 1963.

PROGRESS IN NOVEMBER

Work during November iell into the following areas:

"o Completion of Phase I report

"o Planning for Phase II effort

Completion of Phase I rcpozt

The remaining few percent of the descriptor grouping structuring was
completed, and the report, Descript:,r Grouping Recommendations, was deliver-
ed to I ')r Detrick on 6 November 1913. The approximate number of descriptors
associaled with each of tho 16 tcp-level descriptors in Display I is as
follows :

T p-Level descriptors Approx. numnler of descriptors

rA lal,omy ] ,000
Autom:atic Data Proce3sing; 140
iolojicaL aind Chemical Warfare 300

"*}emii;try mid Biochemistry 490
1-, ,..o I oj:y 4o

.:" 'L , temi ology 110
,1 ral 50

'.n,"t Lcs 270
1 filail Lty 370
I ib)ratory : ,570
.1Yt,2 rLa Mdica 700
Va)t,ýcnatica ,tnd Statistics 80

I )gy 860
hy.. i .. and Biophysics 300

1 ly.;ieiogy 670
T!Lx corny I,070

Th, i'iiure3 above rev:eal that 'pproximately '0,000 descriptors are
!,ibuliId in Disi lay I. The numbr of' unique descriptors is less than this
l'.Lure 2::i2 many of the dascriptoe ; appear two o0: more times. In Display
1', CendLi •iLe List of Frecuently Uoed Descriptors, approximately 1,800
'IescrJ ,e': are tibulated. Here arairi the number of unique descriptors is
1,ss ibis figure since some descriltors appear mo-re than once.
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Planninf, for Phase II effort

During November some plans for the Phase II effort were formulated.
In some areas Fort Detrick and General Electric must mutually agree on
certain items relited to Phase II work. These plans and agreements con-
cerning Phase II fall into the following areas:

"o Approach for indexing Fort Detrick documents.
"o Revision of Display I and Display II.
"o Generation of DLsplay III.
"o Statistical data on document-descriptor relationships.
"o Format of machine readable medium for document number-

descriptor records.
" Format of machine readable medium for record of Thesaurus

information.
" Type of machine readable medium to be furnished to Fort

Detriek.

Approach for indexing - A ;soparate worksheet will be used for each
document. being ind(exed. R .2ordoýd information will include document'
accession number, assigned descriptoro each identified by a four or five
character numeric code, number of descriptors assigned to each document,
the mtan group heading fron which each descriptor was selected, security
Classification of document, inde:xer's identification, date of indexing,
and any other infrrm'ation nutuilly ogreed upon by Fort Detrick and General
Electric. Present estimates cnLl I'Dr the selection of approximately 20
descriptors per document. About <;5, docurients for indexing have been
ordered from the )efense D~cumcntation Center. A portion of these have
been receved, and some or er 1' have been returned together with infor-
mation about some of the d )cumniii r)ot being available from DDC. Over 90%
of the docunentrs to be indrxed ';.1,. be supplied by Fort Detrick.

Revision of Display I and Dirpllay II - Display I, Total Groupings of

Descriptors, and Display I[, List ci Frequently Used Descriptors, will be
revised based upon knowledge acquiLrd during the indexing period and upon
g-uidance provided by Fort )etricl, y-rsonnel. For example, it is evident
that the munition:: documenls iniucxxcd during Phase II will reveal infor-
m;ation to revise the descrLptoi' 9:;o:plays. It is Expected that greater
revision will be ru~de in DLspljoy Ji.

Generation of Display III - Display III, Alphabetic Listing of
Descriptors, will be an alphabetic tabulation of individual and combined
descriptors together with associated designations when appropriate. Desig-
nations presently being considered are the following:

"Use" designates an individual descriptor or a combination of
descriptors being equLvalent, nearly equivalent, or similar to
and to be used instead of the entry.

"Also see" suggests descriptor(s), which in addition to the entry,
might also be of interest although there is not necessarily a
structural relationship between these descriptors and the entry.
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"Included in" designates an individual or a combination of
descriptors which encompasses the concept of the entry and must
be used in handling the entry concept.

"Indented to" designates the individual descriptor(s) or combi-
nation(s) of descriptors to which the entry is indented.

In addition to the above designations, it is planned that each entry
will include a listing of the Display I main group heading(s) under which
the entry appears and will also include some designation to appropriately
identify the entry as a descriptor or a combination of descriptors appear-
ing in Display II.

Statistical data on document-descriptor relationships - Present plans
are to present data to show the number of times each descriptor was used
for indexing the Fort Detrick documents. Other data will show variations
in the number of descriptors per document used for indexing. Also, the
data will indicate the variations in the number of descriptors sele~cted
for indexing as a function of the Display I main headings under which the
various descriptors appear.

Format of machine rerdable medium for document number-descriptor
records - Plans are to use a five character numerical accession number for
each document. It may be advisable to format the record with a character
to indicate the security classification of each document. The use of
serial records or an inverted file must be mutually agreed upon as well
as the detailed format to be used within each record.

Format of machine rerdable meclum for record of Thesaurus information -

Fort Detrick and General Electric must mutually agree on the type of and
format of the Thesaurus re cord to be produced.

Type of machine readable medium to be furnished to Fort Detrick -
Unless mutually agreed upon plans are to use a Friden 6-channel punched
paper tape as the machine readable medium.
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Format of machine readable medium for document number-descriptor
records - Plans are to use a five character numerical accession number for
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